
  7.3 INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS 

Portray the Performance of the Institution in one Area Distinctive to its priorities and thrust. 

Vision 

The vision of the college is turning the students into enlightened citizen who realize their self and 

eager to contribute their bit in Nation building 

Mission 

To bring the local rural students into mainstream to stand on their own feet by providing required 

need based higher education. 

Core Values 

To Provide Higher Education to all the willing but economically weaker sections of all Ares of the 

Society. 

To develop social, cultural, Academic and Political Consciousness amongst Students. 

To enrich Humanity, Sacrifice, Tolerance and Service attitude amongst the students. 

To develop overall Personality of the Students 

Distinctiveness 

The foundation of the BHARAT SHIKSHAN PRASARAK MANDAL  lies in the BHUDAAN 

CHALWAL ( Land Gift Movement ) in 1951 led by  VinobaBhave and Mahatma Gandhi which 

laid to the establishment of RASHTRAPITA MAHATMA GANDHI ARTS COLLEGE .The 

Bhoodan Movement attempted to persuade wealthy landowners to voluntarily give a percentage of 

their land to landless people. Philosophically, Bhave was influenced by Mahatma Gandhi's 

Sarvodaya movement. This itself reveals the glorious past of this institute. WE are blessed to be 

situated in Saoli where Vinoba Bhave himself visited and Stayed in the town.  

The campus is situated at a rural and backward area but different ICT based social welfare 

programs and outreach activities have been taken and the institute campus  has been converted to 

smart campus where all the stakeholders  including students, faculty and researchers are largely 

benefitted. 

Apart from the regular educational and academic events the institute focuses on a distinct activities 

which is conducted to follow the IDEOLOGY  RASHTRASANT TUKDOJI MAHARAJ and 

MAHATMA GANDHI. 

RashtraSantTukdojiMaharaj is a spiritual personal and saint from Amravati region of Maharashtra. 

People in this region follow his ideology in Nation building and communal harmony. 

Students are well acquitted with GRAM GEETA an epic on Indian village life . This book is ideal 

reference for developing village community 

God is everywhere 

The best devotion to god is human upliftment. Forget the fast traditions and teachings tradition that 

make your younger generation that make your village proud of its achievement. 

The touch of divinity knowledge makes one understand what is wrong and right. 

Our talent does not belong to us alone for our enjoyment it is meant for development of the village 

Based on this ideology the Institute offers an EVENT OF  KRANTI JYOTI  by GURUDEO 

SEWA MANDAL every year on the birth anniversary of RashtrasantTukdojiMaharaj. 

National building involves communal harmony social harmony and economic growth of the nation. 

Participation of Youth in growing economy is essential in national development. 

Students are given Oath in front of the KRANTI JYOTI about social harmony and contributing as 

an individual in nation building GURUDEO SEWA MANDAL come in the premises and 

Motivational Speeches by the organizers are organized every year. 

Saoli tehsil is having the Khadi Grmaoudyog Mandal which has still the running UNIT of 

CHARKHA SANGH. Students regularly visit the Charkha Sangh and see the actual making of the 

SUT. The idea behind this project is to make students realise the efforts and significance of the 

hardships these freedom fighters had for the independence. Also the spiritual aspect of being self 

independent for atleast our own clothes. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gandhi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarvodaya


 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Rashtra Sant Tukdoji Maharaj Death Anniversary Celebrated, 
 

 



 

 
 

 

Visit to Saoli KHADI GRAMODYOG Charkha Sangh. 

 

 
 

 

 


